
Yard’s three winners
before the shutdown

OHNSTON RACING managed

to get three winners on the board

in March before the Coronavirus

pandemic brought the curtain down on

racing from the 18th of the month.

Dark Heart ran out the comfortable

winner of a Newcastle novice event over

an extended mile and a half on March 5.

TT Bloodstocks’ three-year-old

Nathaniel colt faced three opponents and,

with PJ McDonald in the saddle, was

sent into an early lead. Agreed was

settled in second, tracking the Kingsley

Park colt, and looked a likely danger as

the leading pair pulled clear in the

straight.

Always travelling strongly, Dark Heart

lengthened away from the filly in the

closing stages to score by four lengths,

with the third horse, Chenille, some 15

lengths back in third. 

Dark Heart is by Nathaniel out of the

Danehill mare, Danehill Dreamer, and is

a full brother to Natty Night, a winner

over 11and a half furlongs on soft ground

at Lingfield, and a half-brother to three

other winners, including the useful Fille

de Reve (by Iffraaj). A strong type, he

clearly stays well.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

Mildenberger recorded his sixth career

success on March 7 when landing a two-

mile Conditions event at Chelmsford, a

Fast-Track Qualifier for the ill-fated All

Weather Championships.

The Teofilo horse, now a five-year-old,

was the mount of Franny Norton, while

Frankie Dettori was on Weekender, who

went off in front. Approaching the final

bend, Eddystone Rock and Red Verdon

were pushed along to take closer order,

but it was clear the race was between

Mildenberger, travelling strongly for

Franny on the outer, and Weekender, who

still looked full of running for Dettori.

Handicap

Mildenberger took the lead narrowly

with just over a furlong to race and,

keeping on strongly, pulled away in the

closing stages to score by four and a half

lengths from Weekender, the pair some

15 lengths clear of Eddystone Rock in

third.

The yard’s final winner before the

shutdown was Kirsten Rausing’s

Almqvist, who landed a six-furlong

handicap at Lingfield on March 13. The

three-year-old Kingman colt, runner-up

on his last two starts before Lingfield,

faced six opponents and was ridden by

Joe Fanning. The filly Lua De Mel made

the early pace under James Doyle,

pursued by Tony Hamilton on Anna

Maria. On settling, Joe had Almqvist

travelling in fourth, tracking Anna Maria

on the outside of the leader.

Approaching the turn into the straight,

Almqvist came with a challenge on the

outer, having to race three wide on the

turn. Lua De Mel still held the lead as

they entered the final furlong, but

Almqvist proved far too strong for her in

the closing stages, keeping on well and

pulling away to score by a length, with

Centurion Song, finishing well from the

rear, just failing to catch Lua De Mel for

second by a neck.

INGMAN himself has a growing

reputation as a stallion. The

leading second-season sire in

Europe last year, he has now sired no

fewer than 28 black type winners.

Almqvist was named by his owner after

the great Swedish writer and polemicist,

Carl Jonas Love Almqvist (1793-1866),

who was known as ‘the father of modern

Swedish literature’. So now you know!
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Dark Heart under Rhona Bagnall


